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This book constitutes the refereed proceedings of
the 8th International Conference on Social
Computing, Behavioral-Cultural Modeling, and
Prediction, SBP 2015, held in Washington, DC, USA,
in March/April 2015. The 24 full papers presented
together with 36 poster papers were carefully
reviewed and selected from 118 submissions. The
goal of the conference was to advance our
understanding of human behavior through the
development and application of mathematical,
computational, statistical, simulation, predictive and
other models that provide fundamental insights into
factors contributing to human socio-cultural
dynamics. The topical areas addressed by the
papers are social and behavioral sciences, health
sciences, engineering, computer and information
science.
Value creation is a prime concern for any
contemporary business. This can be accomplished
through the incorporation of various techniques and
processes, such as the integration of analytics to
improve business functions. Applying Predictive
Analytics Within the Service Sector is a pivotal
reference source for the latest innovative
perspectives on the incorporation of analysis
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techniques to enhance business performance.
Examining a wide range of relevant topics, such as
alternative clustering, recommender systems, and
social media tools, this book is ideally designed for
researchers, academics, students, professionals,
and practitioners seeking scholarly material on
business improvement in the service industry.
This book constitutes the refereed conference
proceedings of the 15th IFIP WG 6.11 Conference
on e-Business, e-Services and e-Society, I3E 2016,
held in Swansea, UK, in September 2016 The 47 full
and 17 short papers presented were carefully
reviewed and selected from 90 submissions. They
are organized in the following topical sections: social
media strategy and digital business; digital marketing
and customer relationship management; adoption
and diffusion; information sharing on social media;
impression, trust, and risk management; data
acquisition, management and analytics; egovernment and civic engagement; e-society and
online communities.
Businesses are looking for methods to incorporate
social entrepreneurship in order to generate a
positive return to society. Social enterprises have the
ability to improve societies through altruistic work to
create sustainable work environments for future
entrepreneurs and their communities. Social
Entrepreneurship: Concepts, Methodologies, Tools,
and Applications is a useful scholarly resource that
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examines the broad topic of social entrepreneurship
by looking at relevant theoretical frameworks and
fundamental terms. It also addresses the challenges
and solutions social entrepreneurs face as they
address their corporate social responsibility in an
effort to redefine the goals of today’s enterprises
and enhance the potential for growth and change in
every community. Highlighting a range of topics such
as the social economy, corporate social
responsibility, and competitive advantage, this multivolume book is ideally designed for business
professionals, entrepreneurs, start-up companies,
academics, and graduate-level students in the fields
of economics, business administration, sociology,
education, politics, and international relations.
"This 10-volume compilation of authoritative,
research-based articles contributed by thousands of
researchers and experts from all over the world
emphasized modern issues and the presentation of
potential opportunities, prospective solutions, and
future directions in the field of information science
and technology"--Provided by publisher.
Boost profits, margins, and customer loyalty with
more effective CRM strategy Managing Customer
Experience and Relationships, Third Edition
positions the customer as central to long-term
strategy, and provides essential guidance toward
optimizing that relationship for the long haul. By
gaining a deep understanding of this critical
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dynamic, you'll become better able to build and
manage the customer base that drives revenue and
generates higher margins. A practical framework for
implementing the IDIC model merges theory, case
studies, and strategic analysis to provide a ready
blueprint for execution, and in-depth discussion of
communication, metrics, analytics, and more allows
you to optimize the relationship on both sides of the
table. This new third edition includes updated
examples, case studies, and references, alongside
insightful contributions from global industry leaders
to give you a well-rounded, broadly-applicable
knowledge base and a more effective CRM strategy.
Ancillary materials include a sample syllabus,
PowerPoints, chapter questions, and a test bank,
facilitating use in any classroom or training session.
The increased reliance on customer relationship
management has revealed a strong need for
knowledgeable practitioners who can deploy
effective initiatives. This book provides a robust
foundation in CRM principles and practices, to help
any business achieve higher customer satisfaction.
Understand the fundamental principles of the
customer relationship Implement the IDIC model to
improve CRM ROI Identify essential metrics for CRM
evaluation and optimization Increase customer
loyalty to drive profits and boost margins Sustainable
success comes from the customer. If your company
is to meet performance and profitability goals,
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effective customer relationship management is the
biggest weapon in your arsenal—but it must be used
appropriately. Managing Customer Experience and
Relationships, Third Edition provides the information,
practical framework, and expert insight you need to
implement winning CRM strategy.
This book highlights the latest research articles
presented at the second Digital Marketing &
eCommerce Conference in June 2021. Papers
include a diverse set of digital marketing and
eCommerce-related topics such as sser psychology
and behavior in social commerce, influencer
marketing in social commerce, social media
monetization strategies, social commerce
characteristics and their impact on user behavior,
branding on social media, social media-based
business models, user privacy and security
protection on social media, social video marketing
and commerce, among other topics.
Win online by attracting the right customers and
getting the right performance measurement Digital
Impact answers the critical questions marketers
have about connecting with and influencing
consumers online. Written in an easy-to-read,
approachable format, this helpful guide presents
provocative content along with practical,
commonsense methods that can be followed by any
businessperson at companies of all sizes. The
discussion hones in on two keys to success: building
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a performance measurement approach that will let
you get maximum impact out of your online
marketing and ad dollars, and creating magnetic
content that attracts customers and keeps them
engaged with your brand. Leverage trust and build
ROI in social media and mobile spaces Get
actionable data, best practices, cases studies,
anecdotes, practical coaching tips and strategic
insights Engage customers who typically resist
advertising messages Learn from authors who have
extensive experience across major industries and
accounts, giving them a wide business appeal
Whether your budget is corporate-sized or on a
shoestring, you'll want to achieve the measurable
bottom-line improvements that come with having
Digital Impact.
Today, social media have attracted the attention of political
actors and administrative institutions to inform citizens as a
prerequisite of open and transparent administration, deliver
public services, contact stakeholders, revitalize democracy,
encourage the cross-agency cooperation, and contribute to
knowledge management. In this context, the social media
tools can contribute to the emergence of citizen-oriented,
open, transparent and participatory public administration.
Taking advantage of the opportunities offered by social media
is not limited to central government. Local governments
deploy internet-based innovative technologies that
complement traditional methods in implementing different
functions. This book focuses on the relationship between the
local governments and social media, deals with the change
that social media have caused in the organization,
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understanding of service provision, performance of local
governments and in the relationships between local
governments and their partners, and aims to advance our
theoretical and empirical understanding of the growing use of
social media by local governments. This book will be of
interest to researchers and students in e-government, public
administration, political science, communication, information
science, and social media. Government officials and public
managers will also find practical use recommendations for
social media in several aspects of local governance
This internationally conducted study of the latest construction
industry practices addresses a broad range of Information
and Communication Technology applications. Drawing on
research conducted in the US and UK, this book presents the
state of the art of various ebusiness processes, and
examines BIM, virtual environments and mobile technologies.
Innovation is a theme that runs throughout this book, so in
addition to the direct impact of these new technical
achievements, it also considers the management styles that
helped them to emerge. Examples from industry are
illustrated with case studies and presented alongside
research from some of the best known academics in this field.
This book is essential reading for all advanced students and
researchers interested in how ICT is changing construction
management and the construction industry.
Researchers and practitioners alike often overlook the vital
relationship between trust and social media. ... Authors
Joanna Paliszkiewicz and Alex Koohang charted a course to
explore this abyss with a view to answering the question how
does trust influence the use of social media. [i]Dr. John P.
Girard, Peyton Anderson Endowed Chair in Information
Technology, Middle Georgia State University[/i] The authors
have done an excellent job in explaining how trust plays a
significant role in social media. The book begins with a
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thorough overview of social media to its applications in
learning, business, and an analysis of social media and trust.
The second part of the book uses data from four different
countries to answer multiple valid and vital research
questions dealing with social media and trust, including an
instrument that measures trust variables. This book presents
some meaningful work on how the integration of social media
and trust can best be developed. The authors apply their
backgrounds in information technology, knowledge
management, trust, and business to generate some
provocative and instructive guidance to the readers on how to
best leverage knowledge internally and externally to meet the
organizational strategic goals. [i]Dr. Jay Liebowitz,
Distinguished Chair of Applied Business and Finance,
Harrisburg University of Science and Technology
Create and maintain a successful social media strategy for
your business Today, a large number of companies still don't
have a strategic approach to social media. Others fail to
calculate how effective they are at social media, one of the
critical components of implementing any social media
strategy. When companies start spending time and money on
their social media efforts, they need to create an internal plan
that everyone can understand. Maximize Your Social offers a
clear vision of what businesses need to do to create—and
execute upon—their social media for business road map.
Explains the evolution of social media and the absolute
necessity for creating a social media strategy Outlines
preparation for, mechanics of, and maintenance of a
successful social media strategy Author Neal Schaffer was
named a Forbes Top 30 Social Media Power Influencer, is the
creator of the AdAge Top 100 Global Marketing Blog,
Windmill Networking, and a global social media speaker
Maximize Your Social will guide you to mastery of social
media marketing strategies, saving you from spending a
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chunk of your budget on a social media consultant. Follow
Neal Schaffer's advice, and you'll be able to do it
yourself—and do it right.
The functionality of social networking platforms has caused
such technologies to become an integral part of modern
society. Once limited to only personal purposes, the use of
these platforms within organizations has seen significant
growth in recent years. Strategic Integration of Social Media
into Project Management Practice is an authoritative
reference source for the latest research on benefits and
challenges presented by the integration of online social
networks in the project development process. Highlighting
relevant perspectives on team communication, effective
collaboration, and stakeholder engagement, this book is an
essential resource for project managers, researchers,
graduate-level students, and practitioners interested in the
innovative uses of social media in professional settings.
In the digital age, numerous technological tools are available
to enhance business processes. When these tools are used
effectively, knowledge sharing and organizational success are
significantly increased. Social Media Marketing:
Breakthroughs in Research and Practice contains a
compendium of the latest academic material on the use,
strategies, and applications of social media marketing in
business today. Including innovative studies on email usage,
social interaction technologies, and internet privacy, this
publication is an ideal source for managers, corporate
trainers, researchers, academics, and students interested in
the business applications of social media marketing.
Social networking venues have increased significantly in
popularity in recent years. When utilized properly, these
networks can offer many advantages within business
contexts. Strategic Uses of Social Media for Improved
Customer Retention is a pivotal reference source for the
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latest scholarly research on the implementation of online
social networks in modern businesses and examines how
such networks allow for a better understanding of clients and
customers. Highlighting theoretical concepts, empirical case
studies, and critical analyses, this book is ideally designed for
researchers, practitioners, professionals, and upper-level
students interested in improving and maintaining customer
relationships.
Social media offers an opportunity for people to enlarge their
exposure to information; information about important changes
and trends in technology, markets, government policies, or
society in general that can facilitate entrepreneurship,
business development, and more. Despite the widespread
cultural and social effects of social media in the way people
communicate and interact, little research has addressed the
role of social media in entrepreneurship. This book fills this
gap by exploring the influence and consequences social
media has on entrepreneurship at the individual level, group
level, venture (firm) level and societal level. Specific social
media platforms (e.g., Facebook, Twitter, Instagram, etc.) will
be explored as well as topics such as gender, education and
socioemotional wealth.

This open access book is a consolidation of lessons
learnt and experiences gathered from our efforts to
utilise Earth observation (EO) science and
applications to address environmental challenges in
the Hindu Kush Himalayan region. It includes a
complete package of knowledge on service life
cycles including multi-disciplinary topics and
practically tested applications for the HKH. It
comprises 19 chapters drawing from a decade’s
worth of experience gleaned over the course of our
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implementation of SERVIR-HKH – a joint initiative of
NASA, USAID, and ICIMOD – to build capacity on
using EO and geospatial technology for effective
decision making in the region. The book highlights
SERVIR’s approaches to the design and delivery of
information services – in agriculture and food
security; land cover and land use change, and
ecosystems; water resources and hydro-climatic
disasters; and weather and climate services. It also
touches upon multidisciplinary topics such as service
planning; gender integration; user engagement;
capacity building; communication; and monitoring,
evaluation, and learning. We hope that this book will
be a good reference document for professionals and
practitioners working in remote sensing, geographic
information systems, regional and spatial sciences,
climate change, ecosystems, and environmental
analysis. Furthermore, we are hopeful that
policymakers, academics, and other informed
audiences working in sustainable development and
evaluation – beyond the wider SERVIR network and
well as within it – will greatly benefit from what we
share here on our applications, case studies, and
documentation across cross-cutting topics.
Invaluable advice on analyzing and measuring the
effects of social media Do you wish you could sit
down with an expert to figure out whether or not your
social media initiatives are working? With Social
Media Metrics Secrets, you can! Expert John Lovett
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taps into his years of training and experience to
reveal tips, tricks, and advice on how to analyze and
measure the effects of social media and gauge the
success of your initiatives. He uses mini case
studies to demonstrate how to manage social
operations with process and technology by applying
key performance indicators, and assessing the
business value of social media. Highlights how social
media can impact all aspects of your business and
transform the way you quantify successful
interactions with customers Shares innovative
techniques for managing the massive volume of
social analytics data by putting data to work in ways
that contribute to your organizational goals Details
techniques for adopting a Social Analytics
Framework for understanding evolving consumer
behavior necessary to compete in a socially
networked future Written in a conversational tone,
Social Media Metrics Secrets goes behind the
scenes to present you with unbeatable advice and
unparalleled insight into social media metrics.
This book constitutes the proceedings of the 13th
International Conference on Transforming Digital
Worlds, iConference 2018, held in Sheffield, UK, in
March 2018. The 42 full papers and 40 short papers
presented together with the abstracts of 3 invited
talks in this volume were carefully reviewed and
selected from 219 submissions. The papers address
topics such as social media; communication studies
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and online communities; mobile information and
cloud computing; data mining and data analytics;
information retrieval; information behaviour and
digital literacy; digital curation; and information
education and libraries.
This book examines issues and implications of digital
and social media marketing for emerging markets.
These markets necessitate substantial adaptations
of developed theories and approaches employed in
the Western world. The book investigates problems
specific to emerging markets, while identifying new
theoretical constructs and practical applications of
digital marketing. It addresses topics such as
electronic word of mouth (eWOM), demographic
differences in digital marketing, mobile marketing,
search engine advertising, among others. A radical
increase in both temporal and geographical reach is
empowering consumers to exert influence on
brands, products, and services. Information and
Communication Technologies (ICTs) and digital
media are having a significant impact on the way
people communicate and fulfil their socio-economic,
emotional and material needs. These technologies
are also being harnessed by businesses for various
purposes including distribution and selling of goods,
retailing of consumer services, customer relationship
management, and influencing consumer behaviour
by employing digital marketing practices. This book
considers this, as it examines the practice and
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research related to digital and social media
marketing.
Social Media StrategyA Step-by-Step Guide to
Building Your Social Businessvdf Hochschulverlag
AG
Businesses are becoming increasingly global, so
they need a well-orchestrated IT management
strategy to meet the increasing customer
expectations and international competition. This
concise yet comprehensive edition is designed to
prepare students with IT strategy, planning and
management with latest management frameworks,
researched principles and proven best practices.
Besides giving an in-depth study of managing IT as
a strategic resource, the book also explains how to
prepare an effective plan for implementing IT
strategy. Further, it covers the complete lifecycle of
IT management encompassing IT projects and
program management, IT service management,
planning and measuring returns from IT investment,
and management of IT-led change in the
organization. In addition, it deals with the topics of
modern interest such as computer ethics, IPR
management, and Indian cyber laws. NEW TO THE
EDITION ? Includes three new chapters on
‘Business Model Strategies’, ‘Business Process
Reengineering and ERP’, and ‘Big Data Analytics
Strategy’. ? Several case studies in the Indian
context to give a practical under-standing of the
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subject for the readers. ? MCQs to help students to
test their knowledge. TARGET AUDIENCE • B. Tech
(Computer Science) • B.Tech (IT) • M.Sc. (IT) •
MBA (PGDM)
Our current students are digital natives, born into a
world of widespread online sharing. Aligning the
technologies we use in our courses with their skills
and approaches to collaborative learning is an
opportunity we should take. The new media share
text, images, audio and video material rapidly and
interactively. This volume will provide an overview of
these new social media including Skype, YouTube,
Flickr, blogging, LinkedIn, Facebook, and Twitter.
Examples and cases of how instructors around the
world are meaningfully incorporating them into their
management, marketing, and other business
courses are provided. One of the more robust trends
is the use of three-dimensional immersive virtual
world interfaces for teaching and learning. The
leading one is Second Life. Examples of the use of
Second Life in business courses will be discussed.
The use of wikis to foster collaborative development
of course related material by learners will be
presented with case examples. Faculty members are
co-creators of course content with their learners.
Among the topics covered is how faculty members
can be supported in their deployment of social media
projects and course structures. How social media
can enable the structuring of course activities
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involving students, prospective students, alumni,
employers, businesspersons, and others in rich
sharing and support with each other will be
discussed. Indeed seeing courses as networking
venues beyond learning forums will be parsed.
In today’s global economy, social media and
technological advances have changed the way
businesses interact with their clientele. With new
forms of communication and IT practices, companies
seek innovative practices for maintaining their
consumer loyalty. Customer Relationship
Management Strategies in the Digital Era blends the
literature from the fields of marketing and information
technology in an effort to examine the effect that
technological advances have on the interaction
between companies and their customers Through
chapters and case studies, this publication discusses
the importance of achieving competitive advantage
through implementing relationship marketing
practices and becoming consumer-centric. This
publication is an essential reference source for
researchers, professionals, managers, and upper
level students interested in understanding customer
loyalty in a technology-focused society.
Updated to reflect the latest innovations, this third edition of
Social Media helps readers understand the foundations of
and principles behind social media; manage and participate
within online communities; and succeed in the changing field
of modern public relations.
"This book is a blueprint for the practice of marketing
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communications, advertising, and public relations in a digital
world where the consumer has taken control"-Media and communication advancements allow individuals
across the globe to connect in the blink of an eye. Individuals
can share information and collaborate on new projects like
never before while also remaining informed on global issues
through ever-improving media outlets and technologies.
Advanced Methodologies and Technologies in Media and
Communications provides emerging research on the modern
effects of media on cultures, individuals, and groups. While
highlighting a range of topics such as social media use and
marketing, media influence, and communication technology,
this book explores how these advancements shape and
further the global society. This book is an important resource
for media researchers and professionals, academics,
students, and communications experts seeking new
information on the effective use of modern technology in
communication applications.
This book will help researchers to maximize the impact and
highlight the innovation of their research by showing them
how to get the most out of social media when evaluating,
presenting and disseminating their work.
This new edition provides a practical guide to creating and
executing e-marketing plans, it combines established
approaches to marketing planning with the creative use of
new e-models and e-tools. This fully updated text keeps
students and marketers alike updated with the changes in this
dynamic and exciting field and helps you create effective and
up-to-date customer-centric e-marketing plans
Strategic Social Media is the first textbook to go beyond the
marketing plans and how-to guides, and provide an overview
of the theories, action plans, and case studies necessary for
teaching students and readers about utilizing social media to
meet marketing goals. Explores the best marketing practices
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for reaching business goals, while also providing strategies
that students/readers can apply to any past, present or future
social media platform Provides comprehensive treatment of
social media in five distinct sections: landscape, messages,
marketing and business models, social change, and the
future Emphasizes social responsibility and ethics, and how
this relates to capitalizing on market share Highlights
marketing strategies grounded in research that explains how
practitioners can influence audience behaviour Each chapter
introduces theory, practice, action plans, and case studies to
teach students the power and positive possibilities that social
media hold
To survive in today’s competitive business environment,
marketing professionals must look to develop innovative
methods of reaching their customers and stakeholders. Web
2.0 provides a useful tool in developing the relationships
between business and consumer. The Handbook of
Research on Integrating Social Media into Strategic
Marketing explores the use of social networking and other
online media in marketing communications, including both
best practices and common pitfalls to provide comprehensive
coverage of the topic. This book is intended for marketing
professionals, business managers, and anyone interested in
how social media fits into today’s marketing environments.
In the digital era, users from around the world are constantly
connected over a global network, where they have the ability
to connect, share, and collaborate like never before. To make
the most of this new environment, researchers and software
developers must understand users’ needs and expectations.
Social Media and Networking: Concepts, Methodologies,
Tools, and Applications explores the burgeoning global
community made possible by Web 2.0 technologies and a
universal, interconnected society. With four volumes of
chapters related to digital media, online engagement, and
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virtual environments, this multi-volume reference is an
essential source for software developers, web designers,
researchers, students, and IT specialists interested in the
growing field of digital media and engagement. This fourvolume reference includes various chapters covering topics
related to Web 2.0, e-governance, social media activism,
internet privacy, digital and virtual communities, e-business,
customer relationship management, and more.
Social media are changing the way businesses interact in
technology-mediated ways with most of their stakeholders.
Conventional wisdom is being challenged and virtual
workspaces that had never been conceptualized are opening
at blistering speed. This volume identifies and demystifies this
set of exciting new family of user-generated content technol
"The strategic management of customer relationships is a
critical activity for all enterprises. The means of effectively
managing relationships with customers are typically
addressed under the headings of relationship marketing and
customer relationship management (CRM), to name but two
terms used to describe the management of customer
relationships"-The Social Media Strategy Framework presented in this book
offers a unique and comprehensive end-to-end approach. It
takes a company from the point of understanding the value of
social media for business to the point of implementing a
solution that meets its business needs. The Framework is
distinguished by several elements: It focuses on building a
sustainable use for social media along the business value
chain. It aligns with company strategic objectives and
business context. It identifies key elements to create a strong
foundation for social media use in the company. It separates
internal and external social media uses. It is NOT a
technology implementation. Additionally, the case studies
presented in this book and on the corresponding website
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highlight successful social media implementation in business
by companies in Europe.
Social media has opened several new marketing channels to
assist in business visibility as well as provide real-time
customer feedback. With the emergence of new internet
technologies, businesses are increasingly recognizing the
value of social media and web presence in the promotion of
their products and services. Harnessing the Power of Social
Media and Web Analytics documents high-quality research to
empower businesses to derive intelligence from social media
sites. These emerging technological tools have allowed
businesses to quantify, understand, and respond to
customers’ conversations about their corporate reputation
and brands within online communities. This publication is
ideal for academic and professional audiences interested in
applications and practices of social media and web analytics
in various industries.
Complete proceedings of the 2nd European Conference on
Social Media Porto Portugal Published by Academic
Conferences and Publishing International Limited
This book constitutes the proceedings of the 18th IFIP WG
6.11 Conference on e-Business, e-Services, and e-Society,
I3E 2019, held in Trondheim, Norway, in September 2019.
The total of 61 full and 4 short papers presented in this
volume were carefully reviewed and selected from 138
submissions. The papers were organized in topical sections
named: e-business; big data analytics, open science and
open data; artificial intelligence and internet of things; smart
cities and smart homes, social media and analytics; digital
governance; digital divide and social inclusion; learning and
education; security in digital environments; modelling and
managing the digital enterprise; digital innovation and
business transformation; and online communities.
Consumer interaction and engagement are vital components
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to help marketers maintain a lasting relationship with their
customers. To achieve this goal, companies must utilize
current digital tools to create a strong online presence.
Competitive Social Media Marketing Strategies presents a
critical examination on the integration of social networking
platforms into business tactics and the challenges presented
by consumers’ use of these online communities. Highlighting
pivotal issues such as brand management, customer loyalty,
and online services, this publication is a pivotal reference
source for business managers, professionals, advanced-level
students, and consultants interested in the latest research on
the use of digital media tools for business opportunities.
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